NIH would like all investigators using equipment supported by S10 Instrumentation grants to cite the grants used to support the equipment. For the MR Research Facility, we would like to request that all papers publishing data include the following acknowledgement in the paper:

For papers publishing data from the **3T Premier** scanner, the following acknowledgement should be included in the paper:

**This work was conducted on an MRI instrument funded by S10OD025025**

For papers publishing data from the **3T MAGNUS** scanner, the following acknowledgement should be included in the paper:

**This work was conducted on an MRI instrument funded by S10OD030220**

For papers publishing data from the **Signa 7T** scanner, the following acknowledgement should be included in the paper:

**This work was conducted on an MRI instrument funded by S10RR028821**

For papers publishing data from the **Small Animal 7T** scanner, the following acknowledgement should be included in the paper:

**This work was conducted on an MRI instrument funded by S10OD034261**

Thanks in advance for including these acknowledgements. This will help to ensure that we are competitive for future S10 grant applications.

Sincerely,

Vince

--

Professor
Department of Radiology
L311 PBDB
169 Newton Road
Iowa City, IA 52242
E-mail: vincent-magnotta@uiowa.edu
Phone: 319-335-5482 Fax: 319-353-6275
Website: [http://www.healthcare.uiowa.edu/Radiology](http://www.healthcare.uiowa.edu/Radiology)